RESOLUTION CALLING ON ALL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO EMBRACE A VERIFIABLE AND PERMANENT AGREEMENT TO DENY THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN A PATH TO DEVELOPING AND WEAPONIZING NUCLEAR ARMS, END IRANIAN HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AND HALT STATE SPONSORED GLOBAL TERROR

WHEREAS, The Islamic Republic of Iran has a four decade record of belligerence and destabilizing activities and is considered to be one of the most dangerous threats to peace in the world today;

WHEREAS, The Islamic Republic of Iran and its people have repeatedly vowed not only “death to the USA” but the destruction of 6,000,000 Jews in Israel;

WHEREAS, The Islamic Republic of Iran has repeatedly violated human rights of its citizens as well as Americans currently imprisoned there;

WHEREAS, The Islamic Republic of Iran has long supported global terrorism and provided weapons that have been used to kill Americans and our allies;

WHEREAS, The Islamic Republic of Iran has engaged in a clandestine program to develop nuclear weapons and a means of delivery;

WHEREAS, When President Barack Obama and Hilary Clinton started negotiations with the Iranian government, they pledged to create an agreement that would permanently not allow development of fissionable materials capable of use as a weapon or a delivery system;

WHEREAS, The final Obama-Clinton Agreement has failed to substantively accomplish its original goals to prevent The Islamic Republic of Iran from developing nuclear weapons; and

WHEREAS, The Obama-Clinton Agreement lacks proper verification, sets an expiration date to prohibit nuclear development, ends sanctions, donates hundreds of billions of American taxpayer’s dollars to fund Iranian global terrorism and may result in further proliferation of nuclear weapons which will endanger the region; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the members of the Republican National Committee demand that Hillary Clinton and the other Democratic presidential candidates who have announced their support of this flawed agreement stand with their fellow Americans to reject the Iranian nuclear agreement and insist that talks be re-opened which will delegitimize and halt Iranian nuclear capabilities, end their human rights violations and force the Islamic Republic to support basic human rights in their country and around the world.